Abstract-This paper develops an adaptive dynamic programming (ADP) based near optimal boundary control of distributed parameter systems (DPS) governed by uncertain coupled semi-linear parabolic partial differential equations (PDE) under Neumann boundary control condition. First, Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation is formulated without any model reduction and the optimal control policy is derived. Subsequently, a novel identifier is developed to estimate the unknown nonlinearity in PDE dynamics. Accordingly, the sub-optimal control policy is obtained by forward-in-time estimation of the value functional using a neural network (NN) online approximator and the identifier. Adaptive tuning laws are proposed for learning the value functional online. Local ultimate boundedness (UB) of the closed-loop system is verified by using Lyapunov theory. The performance of proposed controller is verified via simulation on an unstable coupled diffusion reaction process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Significant number of industrial processes are inherently distributed in space so that their behavior depend on spatial position and time [1] - [2] . These systems are usually described by a set of partial differential equations (PDE) with homogenous or mixed boundary conditions. In particular, coupled semi-linear parabolic PDEs represent a wide range of industrial distributed parameter systems (DPS) such as reaction-diffusion processes [1] and fluid flow [2] .
Control of DPS modeled as single PDE by using operator theory has been extensively studied in the literature [3] - [4] and also extended to boundary control [5] which is mathematically more involved and physically more practical and relevant. However, in many DPS processes, there are interactions between different components and therefore it is desirable to simultaneously control a set of variables with dynamics that are modeled by coupled PDE equations.
In [6] , boundary control of coupled PDE using operator theory has been studied in detail with particular attention to parabolic-hyperbolic coupling arising in acoustics. After the development of backstepping as a new approach for boundary control of PDE in the last decade [7] , control of higher dimensional coupled PDE dynamics using this method was also studied in recent years [8] - [10] . In [8] , the 1 linearized model of thermal-fluid convection has been treated by combining backstepping and Fourier series methods. In [9] , a system of coupled first-order hyperbolic linear PDE with single boundary input was considered. In [10] , the stabilization of n linear diffusion reaction processes coupled with reaction processes was studied.
After the development of adaptive dynamic programming (ADP) [11] to solve optimal control problems in real-time for systems with large dimensional state spaces, ADP based control schemes were also developed for DPS. However, since dealing with PDE dynamics and infinite dimensional state spaces were difficult, the conventional method extracts a finite dimensional space prior to ADP controller design [12] - [13] , and the references therein.
This paper addresses a neural network (NN) based near optimal boundary control scheme using ADP for uncertain DPS expressed as coupled semi-linear parabolic PDE without using any model reduction. In contrast to [12] - [13] , the optimal control problem is formulated in the original PDE domain and solved forward-in-time without using any finite dimensional model approximation prior to the control design. Moreover, a NN identifier is proposed for the online estimation of the nonlinearity in the PDE so that the need for availability of system dynamics is relaxed.
After defining an appropriate cost functional, the HJB equation is derived in the infinite dimensional space and the optimal control policy is obtained based on necessary conditions of optimality. Subsequently, motivated by the fact that the nonlinearity in coupled PDE dynamics may be highly uncertain, a NN identifier is proposed to estimate it online. By approximating the optimal value functional based on a novel adaptive framework, the actual control policy is derived. Instead of using value or policy iterations [14] which have been considered unsuitable for real time control, the value functional weights are tuned online based on conventional adaptive techniques. Eventually, Lyapunov analysis is utilized to demonstrate the ultimate boundedness (UB) of the closed-loop system. Simulation results confirm the effectiveness of proposed control approach on an unstable coupled diffusion-reaction process.
Throughout the paper, . stands for Euclidean norm for a vector or Frobenius norm for a matrix. We recall the inequality 2 . The goal is to provide a continuous control input that minimizes the cost functional over infinite horizon given by
where nn R   is a positive definite matrix and () Qx is an integral functional with a nonlinear integrand function 2 2 :
It is assumed that () Qx is also positive definite i.e. (0) 0 Q  and l . Therefore, integral functional such as (3) are necessary [4] for definition of () Qx instead of finite dimensional summations in conventional optimal control [11] .
If the optimal cost functional is represented by * , V assume that it can also be represented by a state dependent nonlinear integral functional as
. Note that there is no restriction on the form of * (.,.) V . By taking the time (2) can be expressed in the recursive form as
Based on the principle of optimality, equation (6) becomes
It is assumed that * ( , ) V xt is Gâteaux analytic [15] in neighborhood of ( ( , ), ) x z t t , i.e. its directional derivative with respect to x trajectory is available. If an integral 
, 
.
Using integration by parts, one can write Hamiltonian as
The necessary condition for optimality implies that for the control policy to be optimal 0 dH du
Note that since A is a diagonal matrix T AA  . Taking 
where * ( , )
x V x z is represented by * () x Vz for brevity. Since the nonlinear function ( , ) f x z in the system dynamics is unknown, an identifier is introduced prior to control synthesis. Therefore, in the next section the design of NN identifier will be explained.
A. Identifier Design
Since f is a function over X of PDE forms a compact set according to compact embedding theorem [16] . Naturally, the identifier dynamics can be provided by ˆ( , )
In order to find the tuning law forˆf W , a state estimator with following PDE dynamics is initially considered as .
Since an estimate of system dynamics is now available, in the next section the ADP approximate optimal control will be addressed.
B. Near Optimal Controller Design
By a simple study of equations (13) and (14), it would be clear that in order to find the optimal control policy, * ( , )
x V x z should be found by solving equation (14) and then substituted in the control input (13) . Equation (14) is generally a nonlinear quadratic partial integro-differential equation (PIDE) and therefore it has no closed form solution. Consequently, the objective is to find a suitable structure for estimation of * ( , ) V x z in (14) : Therefore the optimal control input can be represented as 
The control policy becomes 1) . 1 2 (
Select the value function NN weight tuning law as In the next section, the performance of proposed ADP based NN controller is examined by simulation on a semilinear diffusion reaction process.
IV. SIMULATIONS
The controller developed in Section II was simulated in order to verify its performance. Consider the nonlinear coupled unstable reaction-diffusion system given by implemented on the system using MATLAB. The NN weights were updated and the controller was applied in realtime setting with step size of 1 msec in order to have a convincing performance and computational rate.
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , the proposed controller can stabilize the system to zero in less than 2 seconds. The control inputs which were the spatial derivatives of the states at the boundary 1 z  are shown along with HJB error in Fig.  3 . Since the system was unstable, its regulation required a considerable control effort at the beginning of simulation. Finally, faster convergence of HJB error to zero compared to control input verifies that the adaptive law (28) is capable of reducing the HJB error and achieving local optimality along system trajectories.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper developed a novel NN-based near optimal boundary control scheme for DPS governed by semi-linear parabolic PDE under Neumann boundary control condition without any model reduction prior to control design. By defining an integral cost functional and formulating the HJB equation based on calculus in infinite dimensional state space, a closed-form of optimal control policy was derived. The proposed adaptive NN framework made online approximation of optimal control policy along system 
